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ergrad student enrollmenthits record
-

enrollment hit a high for the
ester with a record 8, 769
increase of almost 25� from

, dean of student academic
Thursday that the enr�llment
"C)j.8 per cent , of the fall
," f1plaining .that spring enrol
usually 93-95 per cent of the

The enroHment breakdown ...
Spring 1976

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

,

2,244
1,608
1,861
1,838
.969
4,195
4,325

Graduate students
nt."
111rolbnent figure) was �bout
Men
ed," he said, but added
Women
hoping it was 95 per cent."
i
nt for Student Affairs Glenn
students
comprise
7
.5
per
cent
of
th.
e
figure
on
the enrollment "is right
' It's possibly up but not very with 661 students.
Undergraduates total 7,838 students and
e're running where we thought
graduate students amount to 931.
Once again, women outnumber the men
said enrollm'ent figures leveled
t year and that within the next by 51.6 per cent totalling 4,523 and men
1here will not be as large a high comprising 48.4 per cent of the students or
uating class as there was in 4,246.
In . a breakdown by classes there are
I, there will be 26 per cent fewer 2, 179 freshmen, l, 975 sophomores, 1,858
students than now,'' he added. juniors and 1,826 seniors.
"The overall (enrollment total) is up, the
breakdown of the enrollment
time students total 8, 108, which part-time is down a little" from last spring,
cent of enrollment. Part-time Taber said. Part-time students totaled 700
·

.

.

Spring 1977

2,179
1,975
1,858'
1,826
931
4,246
4,523

Change

-3%
+23%
0%
--1%
--4%
+1%.
+5%

I

I

I

last spring.
The undergraduate figure is also up from
,....,
last year's total of 7,820 students.
"There were more graduate students
last spring (969),' Taber said, adding that
. there are 38 less graduate stu<Jents this

Enrollment figures beginning with the
1973-74 school year;. ilh,1strate that during
that year the spring enrollment (7 ,447)' was
92.7 per cent of the fall figure.
In 1974-75, the spring enrollment (7,674)
was 95.6 per cent of its fall enrollment.
The 1975-76 year showed the spring
enrollment (8,520) to be 94.7 per cent of its
fall enrollment.
The decrease in spring enrollment
figures as compared to fall figures are a
result of "a number of things." Taber
explained.
He said that tlte university loses stu
dents because of graduation and normal
attrition, ·meaning students who withdraw
or trahsfer otit.
However, he added that lower spri'ng
figures "are a normal pattern for every
institution."
•

In regard to high school and junior
spring.
college
requirement efforts for next fall,
in
increases
"There are no dramatic
Williams said that "we will intensify,
class levels. There really aren't that many
variations in percentage other than that," probably, as compared with past years."
He also said that he doubted that "there
he said.
is
anything
anyone can do in tlJe- next 25-30
per
spring
that
Taber also mentioned
centages of the fall enrollment have been years,'' that will increase enrollment at the
university level.
"fairly consist<:nt" in the past years.
·

'fl search committee hopes to fil vacancy Jiy end of spring
Beller
search for a new vice president
affairs now underway, Search
Diajrperson Walter Lowell said
be hopes to complete the
'1 work by the end of this
The 18-member committee.
fortlle first time Wednesday for
al purposes wilt look for a
t for retiring Vice President

"My goal is to finish the i;ommittee's job
before spring semester is over," Lowell
said.
.
The committee's job will be to review
credentials of applicants for the vice
president's post an.d then to recommend a
specified number of these candidates to
President-designate Daniel E. Marvin Jr.
Lowell said that he wants to "move right
along'' and get as much work done before
the end of the semester because during the

summer 'term and between the spring and
summer terms, not all of th� committee
members will be on campus.
The committee's first job will be to
establish the criteria for the position and
then to a<iYertise the post in "the Chronicle
of Higher Education" and also in the
u niversity's "Notice of Vacancy/' Lowell
said.
He added that he hopes the criteria can
be established and the advertisements

prepared by next week so that they can be
.
sent out "right.away."
After th: applications have been received;
at least a month after the advertisements
are sent out, the committee �ill review the
credentials of the candidates, Lowell said.
When Marvin was on campus in early
December, he indicated at a meeting with
the deans that both on and off-campus
candidates would be considered for the job,
Lowell said.
When the committee has finished re
viewing the candidates, it will present a
certain number of them to Marvin, he
added.
Lowell said he did not know how many
candidates the committee would recom
mend to Marvin, but that it would
probably be from three to five.
Although Marvin will selact the new vice
president, his 'choice will have to have final
approval from the Board of Governors.
Lowell said that the finalists tor the
position will come to campus for interviews
and will probably follow a schedule similar
to that of the recently completed presiden
tial search.
He said that in addition to meeting with
the search committee, the candidate!> will
probably attend some kind of an open'
coffee hour and -meet with other various
groups.
Th-ose groups would probably include
the vice presidents, the deans, the Faculty
Senate, the Council on Academic Affairs,
the_ Council on Teacher Education, the
Council on Graduate Studies and a student
group, he said.
He added that he hopes- the candidates
will be able to be on campus from one to
one and one-half days.

aoudy, colder

ts of Cirman Hall prepare for their second annual

and Marine Fish Show. Nearly 4U aquariums (some
Ions) are entered in the show which will be on display

in Carman Hall's lobby throughout the weekend. Helping to set
up are (left to right) Jim Dilenge,. Mark Oollens. Ray Buehne
and Tom Krebes. (News photo by.Mark Mancini.)

Friday will be mostly cloudy with a
high in the mid or upper 30s but
turning a little colder in the after
noon. Friday night will be partly
cloudy and colder with a low in the
. mid or upper teens.
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Ov�r $200 raised, JJeed $161
for,_bus to protest tuition hike
by Lydia Rll88ell
More than 5200 has been raised. or

promised to help fund a chartered bus to
take Eastern students to t�e Feb. 17 Board
of Governors (BOG) meeting '
.
:
Student governmc;nt. who ts sponsonng
the trip to he�p fight a tuition increas�, still
needs to raise $161, Ju y Re.mh nger,
at-large �tudent senator, said Thurs ay.
She said about 18 students have signed
has a capacit_Y of 39
up for the bus, which
_
_ making the
�rsons. � �ers 1nterested m
. the
government
dent
trip ca� sign_ up m
�
_
office in the Umon add1t10 !1 sec�nd floor.
Because the BOG !11eet_1ng will start at
8:30 a.m. the bus wtl p�bably lea�e at
.
·5:30 a.m. and amve tn time at Chicago
State University, the site of the BOG
meeting, Remlinger said.
tn addition to the chartered bus, a car
. c aravan. of ·'Other student government
leaders will also make the trip.
In a few days, buttons indicating that the
wearer is against the proposed tuition hike
will be sold in the Union for 25 cents, 20 of
which will go towarc;I the funding of the
bus, she said .
.Another student senator, Chip Liczwek,
said he feels the busload of students will
make an impression on the board.
"The board will realize that students are

�

�

�

�

·

concerned and know what's going on," he
said.
Along with . their physical presence,
Remlinger said she is encouraging campus
groups such as dormitories, fraternities
and sororities to write letters to ind!Y.idua
l
'
BOG members.
"Students realize that it is up to them to
fight this issue. We can organize, but the
students are doing . the footwork' " she
explained.
.
Also, Western Illinois University, an
other BOG school is sending students to·
the board meeting and is writing letters tc.
join Eastern in attempts to block the
proposed increase of $90 for undergrad
uates and Sl20 for graduate° students per
year.
·

�

·
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Correction!

Singer-songwriter McDonough
to make thirdEastern appearancs

Bright
.
.
half of the duo Meg and Cyd.
Singer-songwriter Megan McDonough
By the time she was 15, McDonou
and her band Mada Rue will appear in
writing her own songs and perfo
concert at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Union I schools and small clubs through
Grand Ballroom.
Chicago area.
Admission for the University Board
Her first album, while not re
"mini-concert" is Sl.50 for Eastern stu · much of a
public response, did
dents and S2 for the general public.
good reviews from the record critics.
Tickets will be available .at the concert,
Her latest album "In the Me
McDonough's third trip to Eastern.
Manner'' has received critical acclailll
McDonough, a native of Crystal Lake:
good response Jrom the record b
Ill., began her career at the age of 11 as
public.
by Marcel
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Tomasino�
Sunday_ . hours
.are
4p.m.- 10p.m.

No Supper Sunday Night?
Come To

�·

T

Jeans Sale

·Rqsh P.arty
Hot Dogs & Beer

·Sunday, 5:00 ?
·All you can eat
-

·An

-

For Rides and
Information call
the Men of
Sigma Tau Gamma

you cari drink

865 7th. St.
-

345-9089

·Guys
.
&Gals·Special group o·f
Brand Name jeans
1h price
.

we also have boots
to fit anyone

tl,le ·Eastem News is published daily. Monday through Friday, at Charleston, 111. during the
fell and spring •masters and weekly during the summer term, except during school vaelltions or
examinations, by the students of Eastern Illinois Universi ty. Subscription price: ·$5 per
semester, $1 for summer only, $10 for all yeer. The Eastern News is represented by the
National Education Advertising Service, 18 East 50 Street. Now York , N.Y. 10022, and is a
memb8r of the Associatecj PrE:ss, which is entitled to exclusive use of all articles appeerinr in
this paper. The opinions expressed on the editorial and oped pages are not necessarily1:hose of
the admini stration, faculty, or student body. Phone 581-2812. Second class postage paid at
Chari.ton, Illinois. Printed by Eastern I llinoi& l,ffliwer&ity Charleston, IL.
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301 West

WEAR

Lincoln

345-9513

open weekdays 9
Sundays•
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stions hold up CAA decision on 'University Without Walls'
program to the CAA, said quality could be
maintained through admissions to. the
students should enroll in the university's program.
Ringenberg said the university without
extension courses rather than in a program
walls degree would differ from the Boa�d of
which would not involve faculty.
"We should encourage them to get into Governors (BOG) plan because of a review
extension courses where we. do employ board examination of the student for the
degree, and the file of activities accomp
faculty," Thurman said.
Thurman also said the university without lished in fulfilling the course contract.
The review board would be composed of
walls program could be "a Mickey Mouse
way of awarding degrees'' depending on the advisers and the program director.
Other CAA members questioned the
criteria for a degree.
program because of its lack of a formal
However, Dean of Arts and Sciences
academic standard.
Lawrence Ringenberg, who presented the
CAA Member Wayne Thurman of the

on the proposed "university speech-pathology . department said such

" program for Eastern was
sday by the Council on
Affairs (CAA) because of ques
council members.
is scheduled to .;ote on the
its next meeting Thursday.
ity without walls program is
fD offer academic credit with a
gh programs tied in indepenon the job training and travel.
ates the use of on and
advisers, and a revie� board
s the degree.
, several CAA members ques
program on the validity of the
given and on the need for a
for non-college age students.
•

·
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TED�S ...

Donuts

like

.

.

•

.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY-

�'W ater
Brothers''
�

•

m.

lot of Bumpin and

''

Bullets

Formerly "Silver Bullets "
with Moe and Jeff from
"Slink Rand "

Disco Music.

't ii 9 p.m.

LIVE bands PtUS continuous disco music!!:

.&Sun.

Special rate s for

CAA Member Herbert Lasky of the
history department said the program oould
"narrow the scope" of education.
I can't see giving a degree for what
one is doing at the time anyway," Lasky
said.
.
Ringenberg said the program is already
successfully in effect in several universi
ties, University of Illinois and New York
University.
In other business, the CAA voted to
increase the score for the Test of English as
a Foreign Language (TOEFL), required for
admission by international students.

·

rroups and clubs

1415 4thSt. behind

DAYTONA· BEACH
Leave Friday, March HI
at 3:00 P.M. from

Mattoo n A irport

SPRING BREAK 1977

Arrive back borne on
the afternoon of

Sunday, March

27

TRIP INCLUDES

options to Disney World
• a full time tour consultant in Daytona Beach at all times
roundtrip transportation aboard our grand touring co.a�hes, fully equipped
with air conditioning, restrooms, and comfortable reclinmg seats·
color TV, heated pool,
e accomodations at a luxurious ocean-front ho.tel with

•

e

9 .9
$13
·-

..
. ...

•:

s

Charleston Travel Bureau
712JacbonStreet
Charleston, Illinois 345-7731

7 NIGHTS ON THE BEACH

DIVISION OF NATIONAL MEHL TOURS MC 12543

·

ea•t•r•••••
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Federal funds nixed for proposed connector street grant
by Ann Dunn
The proposed Taft Street extension
between Ninth Street and Illinois 130 was
rejected federal funding, City Planner
Larry .Stoever said Wednesday.
Rejection for the 5624,622 grant request
for the extension street came Tuesday from
the Economic Development Administration
(EDA) of the U.S. Deput�nt of Cbrnru::rre.

"I don't know of any other grants that
for the
would be available to the citv
proposed connector street, Stoevcr said.
"If there's a second round of public
works grants, we might have a chance. It
depends on what (President Jimmy) Carter
with the public works program,
does
Stoever added.
The oonnector street project would have

been financed 100 per cent by the federal
funds with the exception of any right of
way costs.
Under the public works program de
signed to stimulate employment, 70 per
cent of the mo�ey was allocated to areas
having an unemployment rate higher than
6.5 per cent.

Three showings set for Miss Jones'
This weekend's movies will be "The
Devil In Miss Jones" and "The Fortune."
"The Devil In Miss Jones" will be
shown by the Universi ty Board at 4, 6 and 8
. p.m. Friday in the Union Grand Ballroom.
Admission will be seventy-five cents.
"The Fortune" will be shown by the
·
Residence Hall Association on Thursday,
·
Friday and Saturday nights.

Thursday night's showings will be at 6
and 10 p.m. in Carman Hall and at 8 p.m.
in East Hall.
Friday night's showings will be at 7 p.m .
in Pemberton Hall, at 8 p.m. in the LSD
complex and at 9 p.m. in Lawson Hall.
Saturday's showings will be at 10 p.m. in
Andrews Hall and at 11 p.m.. in McKinney
Hall.

The remaining J�per cent of the fu
went to areas � ing a six per
unemployment r ate:_.
At the time

application for the grant, Charleston'M
was 5. 9 per cent.
Of the 1,400 applications made
Illinois, only 52 were approved by
EDA, Stoever said.

Clearance Sale
Jeans 30°/o OFF
Men's Sh irts 30% OFF
Men's Sweaters 300/o·OFF
Women's Tops 30% OF F
Women's· Bibs 40%0FF
Women's Gauchos
40°/oOFF
Belts 40%0FF

507 7th

345-6106

KNOWLES CAFETERIA
1626 Broadway, Mattoon.
Tonite· Canadian Walleyed Pike
Choice of Vegetable, Cloe SI-.
Roll N' ButtBr, Drink $2. 89

4 O'CLOCK CLUB

Open
_,_

I

�

,11, ·-�

•succulents
•cac t'1
,
•tropical plants
at

Plant Orphanage
1514 10th St.
Charleston
Ph. 345-9445

hrs. 9-6 daily 9-9 Friday

"Give a plant
a home!"

Large�choone rs of Beer

for

30¢

from

3-6 o'clock

·And for all of you 21 and over there is still

DOUBLE BUBBLE

from4-8 o'clock

OPEN 11 a.m. till l a.m.
IDs required 506-508-510 Monroe

VEJ<GE of the.

Inside.;..
In this week's supplement you will find h ints on
how to become a gourmet cook in your doqn room
and a feature story on the success of the · Rathskell«:.
Our own Sandy . Pietrzak divulges secrets from her
kitchen.
1
•

·

Feb. 4'
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For those who like munchies with their beer. f d
out what bars serve food, and discover who really runs
the mysterious food service in a talk with B'ev Sterling,
director of food service.
In honor of Lincoln's birthday, look for a special
Lincoln lore issue next week in the supplement.
_

-

residents pay sixty-f�ve per cent f�r food

meal planning is u sually done by the
individual food service administrators of
each dorm on a monthly basis..
However, she said sometimes student
volunteers make up some of the meal
planning, which must be approved by the
supervisors to check for such things as
oven space..
S o m e s tudents from the home
economics department and Andrews and
,,.,
Taylor Hall resi dents. have made up
weekly menus. Sterling explained..
Menus are usually made up one month
in actvance to ensure that orders for meat
ents missing certain meals, and frozen fruits and vegetables will be
student ate every meal. it processed, she added..
mecessary to make a great deal
For one meal. she said, sometimes .one
such as raising housing ton of roast beef alone must be ordered
.I,,.... for all dorms..
the percentage of those
, Also, the nutritional value for each
fast has gone up a great
m e al
is
a b s o l u te l y
t ake n
into
halls, she said..
consideration when scheduling them
the menus?. Sterl i:11 g said St�rl g continued..
lleny
per cent of room and board
by dorm residents goes to the
Bev Sterling, food service
e residence halls, said ..
$3..43 is allotted per student
npenses, she said, including
ities ..
ii amount, $ l.37 goes toward
continued .. A student pays
y 27 cents for breakfast. 46
ch and '64 cents for dinner
•

·

1

·

�

•

"'We consider the dorm residents to be
adults. and that they can choose ·their
own menu from what is offered."" she
said..
"You can eat a balanced meal or not�
the foods are available. it"s what you
select.. A resident can pick a starchy.
unbalanced menu or a well bl!,lanced
one," she explained_
·sterling said the food services "rely a
great deal on student in pu t.. in selecting
menu items_
She said if students do not like the
way a certain item is prepared or if there
is something wrong with it. the food ls
taken off the menu ..
Sterling said a great deal of her time is
spent purchasing food items an� posting
prices..
She added that she tries to purchase
the best
quality food at the least
expensive price .. For example, she said the
ham sttrved by the food servict1s is not the

least expensive aVailable, but it contains_
the least amount of water and fat.
There are a little over 90 civil semce
worlcers e mployed in the food service.
Sterling said_

Including par t time worlcers and
substitutes, there are over 800 student's
on the food seivice payroll. which 'issues
paychecks monthly_ '
T h ere
a re six f o o d se rvice
administrators directly responsible for
their dorms. Sterling said ..
·

They are: Elloise Black, Carman Hall;
Mary Walker, Gregg Triad; Ann Sidwell
Pemberto� Hall; Jean Smith, Taylor Hall
Bob Buikema, Thomas Hall and Gertrude
'Doepel, S.tevenson Tower ..
Regarding the four days missed when
the university shut down. Sterling said
th_$ meals will be made up by serving
during Easter break and seIYing dinner
and breakfast prior to graduation..

�

sets out to find thatperfectp�a in Charleston
tain that the crust is the crux of the matter.

varied methods for judging a pizza in
of us set out to find the perfect pizza - or
most perfect pizza in Charleston.

·

·

·

we identified ourselves, we might have
IOme extra or quicker service than usual and,
this rating is concentrated solely on the
and not

the

service

offered at each

restaurant we ordered a pizza with sausage
om. Each pizza is judged on a scale of five.
to the texture and thickness of the crust and
t and the taste of 'the sauce, cheese,
and sausage..

judgers included Norm Lewis, Jim Painter,.

rzak and Karen Knupp.
Joe's
-

.1600C Lincoln .

.

••••t

think cheese makes the pizza?" the original

••••••

•

• •••

insist that the sauce makes the p ie.

llltaurants in Charleston gave these pizza
a complimentary pie to judge: , Adducci's
"s, Pizza Hut and Tomasino's.
Charleston restaurant did not- wisli to
in our rating. You will have to judge Joe's
\
.
urselves.

Pagliai's

Marty's
1666 Fourth

pp

makes, a pizza a pizza, some will say. while

If you like a beer in one hand and a slice of pizza in
the other, Marty's is the place to go. Their pizza could
not equal that of Adducci's or Tomasino's, but it was
good nonetheless.
The crust was thW. and crisp and the sauce was
adequately spread around the pie.. The cheese was
chewy and tasty, but definitely not in abundance. It
could have used more and fresher mushrooms and the
sa�ge hidden beneath the chee.se made the pizza a bit
greasy.
The spices on top of and � the sauce redeemed the
pie, though, and made it entirely edible.

At P�liai's . we found two kinds of cheese on the
pizza that added a ta8ty relief . from the typical
mozzarella cheese found elsewhere.. The spices ancl
sauce added to its flavor and the abundance of fresh
mushrooms was a de1' nite plus. The sausage was
adequate but tended to be a little on the greasy side.
But if you think variety is the spice of cheese, then
you've got to stop in at Pagliai's.

Pizza Hut
lOS W.Linc<in

We

25 years
experience really showed through this
There was indeed something extra in his crust
thin, but chewy and breadlike. It had an even
and consistency.
v

•oshrooms were juicy and fresh. The sausage
tiful in big juicy - but not greasy - pieces.
WIS an adequate amount of sauce spread evenly
piu.a, and the cheese was good, though we
lo�rs would have welcomed a little more.

tried

both

the

"Thick'N Chewy" and the

"Thin'N Crispy." The sausage on both of these was

pentiful but almost tasteless_ The. only good thing
about their precooked sausage is, that it' keepsthe pizza
from turning greasy. The mushroom� were rather stale
and there wasn't much cheese to be found on either
pizza.
About· the only redeeming quality we found was the
sauce ori the "Tirlck'N Chewy" pizza. It had a sweet
yet spicy taste that almost nBde up for the lack of
cheese and unevenness of the crust.

Tommino's

717 N.Fiftb

····
· 4

'Adducci asked. ''Well, you're wrong. Crust

cent of the pizza."
Id us he had been making pizzas for

••

The taste of Pizza Hut's pizza is often classified as
average to blah, and we could find little to refute this
rating.

Ah! The joy; of mozzarella cheese piled high atop a

pizza. The crust and sauce of a· Tomasino's pizza are
certa ly. adequate, but cheese lovers may become .
addicted to these pies. The mushrooms were plen tiful
and juicy and the spices sprinkled over the top of the
pizza also earn the pie an extra plus..
One fault we did find was the greasiness of the pizza.
The sausage buri_ed beneath the cheese had a tendency
to make it a rather messy meal. But. with a stack of
napkins next to your slice of pizza, you'll find it a very
good product.

?n
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Louisiana shrimp bake heads a gourmet menu
Blend in:

If you have one of those weeks when your taste

% cup flour

bqds can"t hurry on down to Hardees any ·longer and

I�teaspoon salt

McDonald's just doesn't do it all for you, Ws time for a

gourmet change.
Before dinner you could serve one of

Cook un tit bubbly.

•

·

specialties, curry dip.

� Dunn's

Stir in:

16 oz. can tomatoes
7 oz.shrimp

% cup cooking shegy

Simmer covered 10 minutes.
Stir in:

\

. �cup cheddar cheese shredded
4 sliced hard cooked eggs

Pour into 2-quart casserole.
Top with:

Ingredients:

3 cups cooked rice

l cup of mayonnaise

Sprinkle on:

I tsp.terrigan vinegar

Balce 25 to 30 minutes at 375 degrees.

I tsp.curry powder

1 cup shredded cheddar cheese

2 tsp.. horseradish

And voila! Something to save the taste buds from a

�tsp. garlic salt

short-order food hell.

Mix. Serve with raw cauliflower, celery, carrots,

IncidenWty, if you feel industrious enough to make

peppers, radishes, etc.

Then throw a small dinner party serving Louisiana

Shrimp Balce, a salad and dinner rolls.

your own salad dressing, try this recipe for Russian
,
dressing.

Just mix one half cup of mayonnaise, one fourth

cup of chili sauce, about a tablespoon (or more if you

Louisiana Shrimp Balce

like onion) of diced onion and a few drops of lemon

Saute for five minut�s:
%cup butter

juice if desired.

I medium sliced onion
* cup chopped green pepper

.

I cup sliced celery

Prepare it. a few hours before serving.

Candles and soft music set a nice mood but are

optional. Bon Apetite.

Dorm food has shocking effect after mom's home cooking··
Returning from an extended vacation such as
Christmas break and natural gas emergencies- makes me
realize one thing about dorm food - it is pretty bland.
I have never appreciated Mom 's cooking more than
when those fiends in food service slop meatloaf on my
plate which has been wanned over about six times and
shouid have been buried days before.

e

·

..,, .

I know it isn't easy to cook for-h und r e d sof pe ople
and that the workers try. hard to please,· but I just
can't get excited over a chicken dinner raw enough so
"
that with a little care it could have lived�
(My roommate told me the last joke one night at
supper. He then cut his chicken and it screamed.)

·Inside, your body develops a crihging reaction
everytime you hear "sausage pizza ready for number
29" shouted over the loudspeaker at 150 decibels.
Deafness occurs next. as does a dullness of the senses
(caused by consumed beer). -

Dorm food isn't the greatest, but l realized one day
that alternatives to it are rather-scarce.
Douglas Hall refuses to let me cook there ever since I
. ed a souflet wtµch swelled 6ut of the oven and
cook
consumed two chairs, the cigarette machine and a
.
visiting R.A.

In extreme cases where large quantities of beer have
been drunk a semi-comatose state occurs and the
victim slumps, his eyes become bloodshot and stare
straight ahead and he mumbles meaningless phrases
such as ..I can too shay blubber rubber baby
booggers."

,

�y basic laziness limits the distance I would travel
to fow blocks..
The closest restaurant to Douglas and therefore the
place I would eat at the most is Marty's�
The atmosphere at Marty's is capable of sustaining
life, but not as we know it.
·

meat popped out and slid under the front door.
. McDonalds is a little further down the road
don't think it is worth the walk.
The menu is very small and unappealing and
having some nut in a clown suit jump up and do
my table and make faces at me \Yhile I eat
.Quarter.Pounder doesn't make it more palatable-.
I have licked my fingers so often at Kentucky fi
Chicle.en, my fingerprints disappeared.

/

These �tims are treated by specialists called
"bouncers" who move the victim from the restauranh
The next closest place to eat would be Hardee's, but
I won't eat there.
A friend once told me Hardee's hamburgers were
greasy; I didn't believe him until I gripped one and the

For you diet conscious folk·. I recommend Sna
Snappy's sells a hamburger which is much
than an average Eastern slider.
As a matter of fact, a pair of tweezers is su
·

with each order.
Compared to these places, dorm food doesn'O
so bad.
·

Eastern's meals always seem· to keep me ali'9
l'ebltively healthy until the next meal which is
more than any of the fast food chains could p
Remember that the next time you complaiql
the dorm food.
And,\ if you don't want to eat it, you can
send it to the starvlng people in Tumblew
Dakota. (Please do not sent it care of the
News.)
·
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'Gourmet dormies' can make .
pizza, grilled cheese with iron
'

by Marsha Engle
water. Add the cheese substance to the
You can do it-:- simply by rounding up a
noodle� and stir. Then turn off the popcorn
few groceries, your dorm cooking equip
popper, cover, and let the macaroni and
· cheese stand for 10 minutes . The package·
ment, and a bit of imagination.
The art of "dorm cookery" is the.
these
calls for milk and butter, however,
.
beginning of many exciting dishes that can
ingredients can be omitted.
be prepared with minimal time and
Pizza: Fold a halved English Muffin in a
equipment.
piece of aluminum toll. Using your iron,
steam the. wrapped bun for 4 minutes.
Did you know that an everyday iron
Open up the foil and curl ends around edge
makes a grilled cheese or even a pizza? Or
of bun. Spread canned pizza sauce on
that a hotpot prepares delicious fondue and
muffin and top · with mozarella cheese.
spaghetti? And did you know that "Hobo
Holding the iron 3 inches over the top of.
Stew" and- macaroni and cheese are
the pizza, on dry heat, cook pizza for 4
possible in a popcorn popper?
minutes. Cheese will turn golden brown.
Serve immediately.
The following reci Cs will give you a start
f
Grilled Cheese: Take two pieces of bread
towards being a ' .gourmet cook." Listed with a slice of cheese between them and
are the cooking utensils an9 ingredients
wrap the sandwich up in· aluminum foil.
needed to make each dish.
Prehe'kt the1ron at the perma-press setting
Cheese Fondue: Melt an 8oz. package of.
and press each side of foil package until
processed cheese in a ·hot pot stirring
bread is golden brown.
constantly, until it is a creamy consistency.
Hobo Stew: This is a good recipe to use
a
k>af of sour-dough cir french bread
Cut
for larger groups. Each person should
into bite�size cubes. Pierce each cube with
empty a can of water based soup into the
a toothpick. To serve, simply dip the bread
popcorn popper. Do ·not dilute. Stir all the
cube in the melted cheese and eat.
soups together an.J simmer for 15 minutes.
Spaghetti: Heat a small can of Ragu
The results of dorm cooking can be a
Spaghetti Sauce (or a heat & serve brand).
grea t .way to have an "almost" home
·Prepare noodles in' the popcorn popper.
cooked meal or snack. Don't be afraid to
helps CJJStomen find what ·they need in the new dell. Munchies. Heat. sauce until. piping hot. Pour over
experiment with y our equipment and
drained noodles and season to taste.
nity Village_(News photo by Cr.aig Stodcel.)
invent your own cookery creations. Using a
Macaroni & Cheese: Prepare a macaroni
little imagination you might even prepare a
& cheese dinner by using a popcorn
seven-course meal!
popper. Boil then� and drain off the

servlce director Steding
budgeting, buying loo�
yer
wondered who to thank
I food in the dorms? Try
g, the director of food
pus.
entails budgeting, buying
'ng complaints. S� runs
a daily schedule. However,
her job to "be available"

sly held the job of
of food services, which
than her current post.
was offered the director's
turned it ·down, asking the
IOlll eone else, "if possible."
not want to take the job of
it ''limits" her time to be
with students. She likes
best, because there "is more
with them (students)."
breakfast every morning at

tcup in town'

6 a.m. in the Gregg Triad. She makes
"surprise visits" at lunch time to a
randomly chosen dorm to check out the
food.
.
'
H Sterling receives a complaint from
students about the food, she "checks it
out" personally._ She also works through
the supervisors of individual dorms to
"correct" cooking problems.

There are always complai,nts, and· there·
·
always will be complaints, Sterling said, as
she leaned over her neatly piled paper
'
work.
"Food service is never boring," Sterling
laughed. When you think you�re just about
caught up, a dishwasher breaks down, she
added.·
Sterling finds that "budgeting is frus
trating." Housing and the food service
have to come out of the same budget.
"If some food is popular, we buy a lot of
it, and try to make up for it somewhere
els�,'' Sterling said.
Sterling said that she is treated equally
with the men in other administrative jobs
on campus. ''We get along fine,'' she said

Food service director Bev Sterling works on the budget for food services on
campus. (News Photo bx Rich Foertsch.)
.

Charleston bars serve sandwiches with their booze

by Karen Griffin .
.
Eat. drink and be merry could be the
motto of Charleston's bars.
Charleston's bars not only serve every
thing from beer and wine to Harvey Wall
bangers but alslo sandwiches, pizza and
chili.

Sandwich lovers are in luck. Sandwiches
are served in all of the Charleston bars at
one time or another. Ted's is the only bar.
which does not serve sandwiches every
day, hotdogs are served for 25 cents every
't intend to raise the price Wednesday.
• · said of his coffee which is
However, thl·n: are differe)lces Qi what
c:beapest cup in town" on the
of sandwiches you -can get at the
kind
menus.
different bars.
Marty's serves hamburgers, cheese
burgerit, barbeque, and Italian beef sand-

wiches. These sandwiches range in price
from 65 cents to $1. 70.
Ike's serves sandwiches at a price of 65
cents and French fries for 40 cents.
Club 17 serves sandwiches for 60 cents
and 70 cents.

Chink's serVes their Chink burgers for 55
cents and 65 cents depending on what you
want on the burger. '.
_
Sporty's has a special on their ham and
cheese sandwiches between 3-7 p.m. The
sandwiches usually cost between 60 cents
and 95 cents depending on what you f>rder.
Bill's Bottle Shop has the cheapest
sandwiches in town. They will cost you a
half dollar.
For those of you who ·1ike something
other than sandwiches you are also in luck.
Mother's serves an all you can eat salad

bar for Sl.25-Sl.65 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
- Marty's serves pizza which ranges in
price from Sl .80-$5.35. They also have four
different types of spaghetti.
For all of the home cooked meal fans there
are two places that are a must in town,
B.J.'s Junction and Roe's.
B.J.'s serves steak chili and a meatloaf
sandwich called a Hog Patrol. They also
have bologna and cheese·, and salami and
cheese san�wiches. All of these things can
be had for less than 80 cents.
Roe's has barbequed spare ribs for $1.25
and chili for 75 cents . .¥ou can also get ham
and cheese sandwiches for 80 cents.
As one can see by the wide selection of
foods that are offt:red by the various bars in
Charleston their motto must indeed be eat,
drink and be merry.

-.; g
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t/J;;thskeller offers quiet atmosphere, muslc

�,)y : �:��y

�>;�<:Hwee

llaisdell

�··•·-

and

lbbby

the juk� box• .noise and excitement and·
also because that's where their friends go .
People go to the Rathskeller for the quiet
atmosphere that 'is provided�" Brooks
explained. adding. •'The Rathskeller will
riever be the focal point that the Panther

·

. Loc-at �4 - in. \he basement· of the
, �J:;ljv e r.ai t y ! Un ion
a��f{tfon�· t h e
good food.
o f fe r s
Ra t-h"s k e.l l e r
entehainmen"f and a relaxed atmosphere
-'. for 'those students who even know
about it..
·,·the �athskeller was opened for its
Ttrst show Feb.. 2. 1975 when "Divided
Y/e Stant;!," a three-man comedy team

b
�
�
·

·

;1L

�4

p�rform .
Beverages were the only �efreshments
·
rved at the first opening because
��fa cilities for "the food service had not
com�leted .. The Rathskeller was
t ·b.een
fully opened a few weeks later as the
.
, iood service equipment was iii.stalled..
Director of the University Union. Herb
Brooks. said the Rathskeller �'is a success
but is not as successful as it could be.."
'"'I think it has been a su ccess but it has
not nearly reached its potential;' Brooks
commented. adding,, "we operate with a
limited staff but we're working it as muchas we can and it's building up.
.. We're working with the University
Board
(UB) for
coffeehouses. the
entertainment that is provided at the
,
i t'.l"'�R a t h skeller and we're
doing
more
programming.."
r
He said one of the purposes was to
provide food of a different nature than
that which is served at the snack bars and
cafeterias.
The second purpose Brooks mentioned
was
the
e n t'e r t a i n m ent that the
Rathskeller offl(rs in the form of its
coffeehouses..
"We bring in some quality professional
enterta inment as well as having nights
where talented students entertain;' he
said, adding, "We can combine the food
aspect and entertainment aspect of the
building and hJIYe an all university night
where we would offer a special rate on a
steak dinner and also bring in a band or
something.."
Brooks also compared and contrasted
the Rathskeller and the Panther Lair. the
snack shop located in the Union..
"they both are provided and were
built primarily for student use but the
Rathskeller and Panther Lair are two
separate operations entirely," he said..
..Students go to the Panther Lair for

\

-

Lair is.."
The Rathskeller was built by selling
bonds to people in the area and Brooks
briefly discussed how the Rathskeller is
doing financially..
"We're doing well .. The main things we
have to control are the labor costs and
the food costs and we'ze been successful
in keeping those in check .."
.
The word Rathskeller means basement
and Brooks said the location of theRathskeller hurts it ..
"The main. problem of the RathskeHer
� the location. but once the people find
it they find that it has outstanding decor ·
and atmosphere.. Unfortunately it's a
place
you
have to look for;• he
commented ..
Generally students
say
that
the
Rathskeller is a needed addition to
Eastern's campus..
Out of SO students interviewed for this·
story, 38 had been t'o the Rathskeller while
12 had not. Many of these 12 were
fre s h m e n who did not know of its
existance.
Senior Sharon Wolfe said, "'It's a nice,
quiet place to take a guest' or just to go to
relax -·have a soda and talk.."
E a s tern
student and
coffeehouse
performer Dick Northrup also·enjoys the
quiet at mosphere of the Rathskeller.
saying it is '"very underrated.�
...
i think the -mellow .folks go down
there while the people who want loud
music. and who want to see their friends
go to the Panther Lair.. I'd much rather go
Folk Singer Terry Beard who perform.ct last semester is only one of
to the Rathskeller," he said ..
many coffeehOuse performers presented by the . University Board in the Ratl'*
Some Students interviewed said that (News photo by Rich Foertsch.)
they enjoyed tho food in the Rathskeller ..
When as ked what improvements could
be made, students responded that there
should be more advertising for the
coffeehou�s and that serving alcohol
would greatly i mprove the attendance..
Brooks said that state laws presently
prohibitthe sale of alcohol on university
campuses, but if the laws were changed
"you
night see the day when the
Rathskeller would serve alcohol.."

BOB'S -PACKAGE

·

OLD
STYLE

'Crown
Russe·
Vodka

six pk.

$299
5th"

El Cid
.Tequila
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Lini
Lambruaco

Dark

$ l 995th
Bob Thanks You For Y�ur Business!
NEXT TO THE DOWNTOWN
WATER TOWER
Phone 3454636

Mon. -Thurs. 9 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.

9a.m.-12p.m.
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I p.m.- 6 p.m.
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awaited carpeting for Douglas
installed by April 1 - Hencken

For the best in Mex ica n
and German Food visit

ITTL E MEXICO
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O ' clock Clu b .

'' Toda y ''
Sta rt Your Week - End Right
Bring A Friend
1 509 2nd St.
Behind Burger King
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Fri. & Sat. 1 0 - 1 0
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Give a pers ona lized -gift
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Phi . Sigma Epsilon

Phone 234-4535
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At the Afro American Cultural Center
1 5 25 7 th St.
All Interested Women Welcome!

Fo r Res ervations

ONLY

'

Sunday Feb. 6, 4:00 p. m.

(J ust off S, Rt. 45)

$333

.

FORMAL· RUSH

A

1 700 Rudy Mattoo n

reg.

�·

1 977

Delta Sigma Theta

ed to paint the rooms.
The beds in Douglas were to be bolted to
the floor and in order to make painting
easier, the beds were unbolted.
Scwartz said students could then move
their beds anywhere in the room, but the
space where the beds used to be were
never tiled, leaving a concrete rectangle
which the carpeting will cover.
Scwartz said, however, that the rooms in
the Douglas basement and three or four
rooms on the first floor were completely
tiled and therefore didn't need carpeting.
· In addition to the carpeting, bookshelves
such as the ones in Stevenson and Carman
Halls will be installed along with new
bulletin boards.
The bulletin boards will be ·the same
length as the old ones, Hencken said, but
will be one to one and one-half feet wider.

waited carpeting for Douglas
be laid by April 1, Lou
sing director, saip Thursday.
, Hencken said new book
d bulletin boards will be
the same time as the carpeting.
of the remodeling will be
an additional Sl0,000 will be
ying carpeting in Stevenon's
said.
the Douglas basement and
rooms on the first floor will
ed, Hencken said, due to a
and also because the floors
ly tiled.
, Douglas Hall counselor,
lbursday the tile makes a

4,

11

am

-2p1 • ·

South Side Square

10
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AnnUal fish show a tbacts tropical entries
by Ondy Davldameyer
Attention fish lovers and others. Carman
Hall wants your fish and/or your attend
ance at the second ann111l tropical fish show
in the main lounge of Cannan.
The show is scheduled to start at noon
Friday, but -Carman will take entries until
Friday morning, Chuck Koch, one of the
show's coordinators, said Wednesday.
"There · are about forty entries in the
show right now, ' ' Koch said. Entries range
from five gallon aquarium tanks to 70
gallon tanks, he added.
"We hope to get about SO tanks," Koch
said. "We started with 24 classes of fish,
·

but if an entry didn't fit in a class, we made
another class, " he said.
The 24 classes include guppies, or small
fish; tetras, which include pirhana and
cichloid, or larger fish.
" Mostly students and Charleston resi
dents have entered so far, " Koch said.
"We might have an entry from Decatur
and one from Chicago."
They have also received letters from
Michigan and Iowa about the· show, he
said.
Prizes include · first and second place
ribbons in all classes and a SSO first prize
for the "best tank" from Freeman's Fish

Bowl in Charleston.
A 525 prize will be awarded for the
"people's choice, " which will be voted on
by those who attend the show, Koch said.
Judging · will not start until 9 a.m.
Sunday and will end at noon. The show
itself ends at 3 p.m. Sunday, Koch said.
The show "has hen a whole dorm affair
with myself, Kevin Lyngaas and Tom
Krebes as coordinators," Koch said. "We
want everybody to come out and take a
look."

suffer frostbitten ears, Rachel Bland, head
nurse of the health service, said Thursday.
"It's hard to say how many frostbite
victims we have had , " Balnd said.
She estimated it to be a little more than a
dozen.
Most students had frostbitten earlobes,
Bland, said, adding that it was bad if ears
were exposed for 15-20 minutes when the
wind was strong.
Bland said she could not recall servicing
any students with any parts of the body
being frostbitten other than the ear.
"Most of the students that were frost
bitten were wearing hats that did not cover
their ears," Bland said.

GROUP

D r.

for

"'Jumaah " and "Zohor" prayers respectively.

:

I

$595

•
There 's nothing fresher than

LOW

C all or visit

PRICE !

Old

Ballroom

•

Unisex Jeans

$675

•

Men's Coats

$2750

AT THE

Manager, Textbook Library
I N TE R V I EWS

.

University Union
Who: Dept. of Health, Education
& Welf are, Region V Civilian
Personnel Office, Chan ute Technical
T r a i n i ng

Cen ter

Admin istration,

Veterans

U S ..

Civil

Servi ce

Commission, Chicago Area Office.
State of I l l inois, Department of
Personnel
All

s t u d e n ts

participate.

are

invited

to

James Knott , Director

Career Planning & Placement Center

TEXTBOOK LIBRARY NOTES
Textbook sales for the Spring
semester will begin on February 7 ,
1977

and

will e nd o n Ma-ch 1 8 ,

1977 . Texts are sold at a discount
depending upon the number of times

February 8 - McDonnell Douglas;
Marines;

Aetna

Life

&

Casual ty;

Metropolitan Life.
February 9 - Ceterpillar; Marines;

Aetna Life & Casualty.
February 10 - Federal
Day;

Career

Indian Waters Camp; Citizens

N ational

Bank

(Computer

Math

Interns onlyl ; I l l . Power ( Computer
Math I nterns onlyl .
February 1 6 - Brown Shoe Co .
February 1 8
M cG lad rey. Hanson

-

& Dunn.

February 23 - Ernst & Emst.
February 28 - Sears Roebuck .
James Knott, Director

Career Planning & Placement Center
T E XTBOOK LIBRARY NOTES

that the text has been checked out .

Any student who drops a cl ass and

Students who wish to purchase a text

has already picked up the textbooks

that is checked out to them must

for

bring the text with them at the time

r eturn

of the sale.

Textbook Library.

Discarded texts will be available

for sale at prices ranging from $1 .00

that

class,
those

must

immediately

textbooks

to

the

Ri chard L. Sandefer

Manager, Textbook Library

Holiday Inn·

'*le*****************************

345-7 007

to $ 10 throughout the semester ..

Official notices are paid for through the office
of U niversity Relations. Any questions concern 
ing notices should be directed to that off ice.

SEMINARS

open to all students, the n umber of

EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT

tickets to be issued for each sess ion

SO YOU'RE

will

LOOKING FOR A

be

limited

to

250.

Seniors

TEACHING POSITION FOR 1977 1 ! !

c o mp l e t i n g

Job Campaign

graduation at the end of the current

Feb.

7-1 0

am.

-

Charleston

Feb. 8-2 pm. - Charleston Room,
Feb. 9-3 pm. - Charleston Room,
pm,

-

Charleston

be

Robert E. Jones. Asst . Dir.

Career Planning & Placement Center
examination

February

11

•

Study materials

ad mission ticket to gain entrance to
testing

1977 ..

on

room on February 22,

H .C ..

Bartl ing,

Acting

Dir.

Counseling and Testing Cen ter

the

you are attending any class i n which

proper use and display of the flag and

your name does not appear on the

I ndependence,

the constitutions of the United States

of f i c i a l

and of I l linois must be passed before

immediately contact the Registration

a baccalaureate degree is awarded .

Office to resolve the problem. Fail ure
to do so could result in loss of credit.

This semester the examination will
be admin istered 'in three. sessions

t e n th-Oay

Director, Registration

22, 1977 . Students who wish to take

CAPS AND GOWNS

the examination must secure a ticket
Testing

A representative will be on campus
Thursday, February 1 0, 1 97 7 , in the

Center. 1 71 1 Seventh Street .. Tickets

University Union Lobby from 9:30

will

am. to 2:00

be

Counsel ing
made

and

avai lable

baginnina

Jan uary 31 . While the examination is

Union

must place their orden
If you have

any

qu

University Union, 58 1

roster.

Michael D .. Taylor

• .

2:00, 3:30, and 7 : 00 p.m., F ebruary

cl ass

University

Thursday, Februa-y 10,

9 : 30 a.m. until 2 : 30 p

ALL STUDENTS
NOTICE TO .A LL STUDENTS: I f

the

participating in the spri

must be measured at this

g u a r a n teed

the

of

Al

se

be available at the Counseling

CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION
Declaration

gr�uating spring

and Testing Center .. Student5 will be

the

Room, University Union

An

will

for

measuremenll

Commencement.

required to present both their ID and

Universi ty Union
10-4

after
will

University Union

Feb.

s e mester

requi rements

gown

admission. No tick ets will be issued

Room, University Union

from

& Under

: SAT . & SUN. Feb. 5,6

503 Jefferson

the

5 81 -2620

$ 1 600

*
*
*
*

Noble Flower Shop

Richard L . Sandefer
of

OFFICE of contin uing
Telephone 5 8 1 -5 1 1 5

or

La dies Jump Suits & Gauchos

•

:·

us · today .

When : February 10, 1977
Where :

Zabka

s I�E

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

refreshing than this . LOW

Time: 1 0 : 00 a.m . to 3:00 p.m.

PARTICIPANTS

FACTORY. BUY OUT

o fficia l no tices
F EDERAL CAREER DAY

20

1 97 7

� O,

�*******************************

And what cou ld be more

The
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited U N I V E R 
S I TY OF ARIZONA program, will offer
July 1 -August 1 2 , anthropology, art,
economics, bilingual education, folk·
lore, history, political science, Spanish
language and l iterature. Tuition and
fees, $220; board and room with
Mexican
family,
$280.
Write
to
GUADA LAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL,
1 530 Gamma Apartments, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721 .

Robert

Telephone

a bunch of CARNATIONS .

Study In
Guadalajara, Mexico

19th & Marshall

limited to

Student teaching office

C ARNATIO N
SPE CIAL!
· Just

The Muslim Students Association will hold
Room

BUGGY S

App lications an d other information m a y b e obtainted from :

meetings at 2 pm. Friday and Sunday in the
Martinsville

The

- Airfare due March 27 .

Muslim Association to hold prayers

ad d i t i on

$£ll I Tr

We Buyl

May 1 3 - June

students that had fallen during the "snow
and ice spell . "
Evans said I X-rayed elbows, knees and
ankles but there were no fractures at all . "

Peggy Evans, health service X - ray
technician, said she had X -rayed several

Union

Dishes - Applianc
Antiques

OVERSEAS STUDY IN ENGLAND

S everal students experience frostbite·
Below zero temperatures and bitter
winds caused some Eastern students to

GOOD
FURNITUR

pm. taki ng cap and

T he pass.fail list for

term i� now posted on
board

ou tisde

Main.

Students

Roam
who
pass.fail option may

that

their requests

the list.

n

�

en

li_nally to swim; host triangular meet Saturday
St. Louis will be coming into the meet
with a strong freestyler in Nancy O'Con
nor. This is the only swimmer that
Burfeind will be worried about for the
triangular.
. .
"I'm looking forward to a promising
meet Saturday, since we have already
beaten George Williams in the Illinois State
( I SU) invitational earlier this year , "

swimmers have not swam
nter with Ball State Dec.
then they have had four
due to the inclement

'

a little down because of
cancelling the meets but
ere all in one piece, " coach
'
said.
ere

Burfeind commented.
Swimming for Eastern ,will

be
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For sale: Realistic Stereo . sounds
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Jackson .
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best

in

hair

care. call

Frieda's Beauty Salon. 942
34 5-5327.-

Auction

n ight,

.E St ..

auction sales every

6:30

p.m.

R ichey

House, Ashmore. I l l .. Don

Richey. Auctioneer .. 349-8822 .
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Re-elect Bob Hickman for Mayor
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economics.

book by Spencer· in Coleman 206 on
Jan . 24 .. 345-7725 ..
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pair of glasses
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in fourth

floor bathroom of Thomas
· Reward . Call 58 1 -2782.
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thousands of articles at a fraction of
original
cost
jeeps ,
i ncluding :
motorcycles, scooters, aircraft, boats,
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Bring
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U S . Coins .. Wi l l buy, collections or
acc u mulations. Call 58 1 -5532 .

4p9

G A R Y 'S
P H OTOG R A P H I C
SE R VICE - specializing in weddings,

S.

325

Ackerman ,

Junctio n .

BJ's

Bob,

instruments. calculators.
typewriters, clothing, etc..

information

30. For

partner. $3.00 entry
detail s . 345-9069 .

evenings ..

cal l

Neil
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Foosball tournament Sat. Feb. 5 .

all

to

under

to

Sycamore, Central ia, I L .. 62801 ..

,.adult .
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too, or combine travel
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Now it's official. Love, Beth, Debbie,

American

i nexpensive

European camping tours, hotel tours

Congratulations Judy and Spinal

Kathy
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$100. Cell 345-6337 for
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Mattoon Country Club needs two

E xce)lent condition. Call 345-2553..

share

18

waitresses and one cocktail waitress ..

drapes, $ 1 20. Dinette set. $40DO ..

to

wants. •.students over
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·

Send $1 .50 Markscolor Labs, Box
570, Glen Cove, N .Y . 1 1 542.

Friday eveniri_ps. Cal l 348-8034.
. 6b1 1

Four 1 2 " Utah speakers, JUC 2 or
4 channel 8-track player/recorder ..
p.m .•
5
condition.. After
Mint

1 2 x15

u sed
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345-2395.

and

new

vacation . No experience necessary .
Cell 34541 69 for-nlformation.

5
'
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1970 Monte Carlo, power steering,

male r.oommilte . Own
ished, $92 .50/month .

on

this spring to save for your·summer

.

58 1 -2661 -

Call John.

t he i r s pa re time. Sell Avon Products

straps, waist belt, $30.00. Abby at

tire5..

reconditioned,

case.

who want to· earn extra money i n

new back-pack with frame, padded

. new

1 5 1 4%

If

mak ing,

denominations.

345-6951 after 5 . ·
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AVON

excellent condition $7500 .. Almost

brakes,

watches.

ltelp wa11ted

HART snow skiis, boots and poles,

power

Service:

engraving..

Recently

$275 with wood

aesthesiometers ..

from

345-7572.

Repair
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1 0b 1 5

Mon �

at

Spark ling Corn Enterprises: lowest

price .. Call 345-771 6.
comm ute to and

· 8 09

Clean, very quiet crown IC 1 50

brakes. air conditioning.50.000 miles

on

' '

furniture

OObmw

jewelry,

prea mp..
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fish ,

on ..
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engine. Must sel l . 581 -3427 before 5
p.m.

going

Broadway. Mattoon .

rebuilt

tires,

snow

8b10mw

On the square.

together or separately .-Phone 61 fi7 .
3p4
1 9 70

now

reasonable prices ... Upstairs f urhiture.

and

Ampex 8-track recorder/player •. Sell

. standard . shift,

$5 .94 ..

aquari um,

unfinished

Quality

The contest was originally scheduled for
JJtn. 28, and was postponed because of
inclement weather. Eastern has a 1 -4
record.

Pl ease r eport classfied ad errors immediately at 58 1 -28 1 2 .
A correct ad will appear in the next edition . Unl ess notified ,
we cannot be responsib l e for an incor rect ad after its first insertion :

Charleston Aw .. Mattoon ..
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Eastern's hockey team will take o n a
senior men's team from ,Springfield 6:30
p.m. Friday at Nelson Arena in Springfield.
"

tropical

B e n s o n 's

p.m. Re�nable

Lloyd 's AM-FM Stereo Receiver.

BSR

sale

S t o rawide

3-W-ay quality stereo speakers .. Call

348-8598 after 5

gallon

Ten

1 2-inch ,

pair of

ofle

Hockey squad plays Springfield

14

lassified ads
For

swimmers and three divers. Heading the
Burfeind has not decided who will be
swilllming corps will be Karen Moss and - swimming in what events until she hls 'had"
Marty Mulder.
time trials during practice.
Debbie Snead, Martha· Haugh, Ginny
"I will probably te switching the girls
Kruetziger, Marianne Wolford, Linda· Efaround," Burfeind said, "and based on
finger and Bonnie Lovett will make up the
their times that I have received we have a
core of the swimmers who will be doubling
real goOd chance to win . "
up on their events.

. Three freshmen will head the diving
team on the one and three ineter boards.
Sue · Berdan, Linda Lehman and Nancy
Sharpe will be diving for Eastern.

's\\Omm'sswim team
to the waters entertaining
ity and George Williams
Saturday at Lantz
p.m .

8-3
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COST P E R DAY : 50 cents for 12 words or less . $1 for 13�4 words . Students get
per cent discount after first day. All ads under $2 MUSl:" be paid in
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tri& day before it is to run.
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Track team set for 'conference'intercolegiates
by R.B. Fallstrom
The Illinois I ntercollegiate indoor track
championships, what Eastern coach Neil
Moore calls •:our conference meet , " will
be contested Friday and Saturday at
University of Illinois A mory in Champaign.

. SEMO meet, only two-tenths abCME
record, He will receive a stern ch
from defending champion Tjm S
. Illinois, who has run 1 : 1 1 .4 this se
"We've also got a chance to place
in the distance medley , " Moore
Keith Gooden (880) , Bennie Phillipa
freshman Pat Hodge ( % mile) and
Mcinerney (mile) will compose the
Freshman Joe Sheeran, who
three-mile in 14:35.3 against SEM
also be a pontender this weekend iJI
event, Moore said.
Illinois, who won the meet last y
points, is stocked with talented a
most notably distance ace Craig
olympic fame . Virgin was the winn
mile at last year's meet, nos·
Eastern' s Mike Larson in 4:03 minu
Another favorite for the host
Nigerian Charlton Ehizuelen in the
and triple jumP8> Defending cham
Eicken in the two-mile; the aforeme
Tim Smith, and hotshot freshmaq,
Schellenbarger in the half-mile
favorites.
Schellenbarger, who won the state
school class AA half- mile in 1:49
· spring, has run ar�und 1 :53 this
Moore said.
Eastern's contingent will be
injured fre shman Reo Rorem
Eastern long and triple jumper Don Hale t•e� off during Monday's meet against
distances and jumper Charles. H
Southeast Missouri at Lantz F ieldhouse. Hale and the rest of the trade team will
the second straight meet.
compete in the I l linois I ntercollegiate trade championshi ps F riday and Saturday at
Rorem.has strjlined ligaments in
Champaign. (News phOto by Richard Foertsch.)
socket, Moore said. Hollis has
Moore also considers indoor co-record sidelined with a back ailment.
he wasn't in top form. "He didn't run a
holder Reggie Johnson a threat to win in
good 300 last v.eek, didn't go out fast
Also, jumper TOni Ababio, who
·the 600. " It looks like he's ready , and he long jump and .w as third in the triple
enough on the first curve .
has the endurance to last," Moore said.
"He should place high Saturday,
at the meet last year, - has not
Johnson blazed a 1 : 12.3 time in the himself into shape yet.
though�"
·

p

Eastern laced third in the meet last ·
year behind lllinois and Southern Illinois,
and Moore figures his squad has an
excellent chance to repeat in that position.
"It'll be our toughest meet of the year,
outside of the NCAA's" Moore comented.
"I wish we had more time to prepare for
it.'.'

The track team has only one meet under
its belt, a 93-33 rout of Southeast Missouri
Monday, apd the situation is much the
same with the rest of the state schools
entered.
. •

1

The host school should be the over
whelming favorite , Moore indicated. "I
think Illinois is going to win it by a large
margin," Moore said.
Eastern has a batch of "solid contend
ers" in the meet, though, Moore said.
Leading the list os sophomore Eddie
Hatch, who won the 440 in last year's meet
to set a school record:
"E ddie i!> the defending challlpion, so I
would consider him the favorite to win
again," MTre said. Hatch is also entered
in the 300 �nd the mile relay.

·

·

The chief c0mpetition for Hatch in his
specialty will come from Ray Dorsey and
Steve Lively of _ Southern Illinois,- and
freshman Ray Estes of lllinois. " Eddie's
beaten them all previously, but he'll have
,
to do it again, " Moore noted,
Hatch was defeated by SEMO's Richard
Wilson in the 300 Monday, but Moore said

Wrestlers to seek 7th consecutive dual win against lndi
by Brian Nielsen
Eastern wrestling coach Ron Clinton is
hoping for a victory against an old friend as
well as seeing his Panthers extend their
dual winning skein against Indiana University Sunday at Lantz Gym.
Eastern, fresh off triumphs over Indiana
Central and · I ndiana ; State this week, will
lay its unbeaten record on the line again.
The 6-0 Panthers are slated t o take to the

mats at 3 p.m. Sunday.

•

For Clinton, it will also be a reunion with
Indiana coach Doug Blueball. The two
grew up togetMr and were teammates on
the Oklahoma State wrestling team in the
early 1960s.

"I don't know much about· them,"
Clintof! said, " Exceptt .he (Blueball) says
he has the best team he's had in his six
year� there . "
" I feel we can win it," Clinton added,
"but we'll be highly-tested in every weight

eastern news
12

sports
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class. "But I think our overall strength will
be better than their strength."
The Panthers, rated fourth in. the
NCAA Division II by the Amateur Wrest-·
ling News poll, already own three victories
over Division I . teams and show strength
illroughout their 10-man lineup. All of the
first stringers have won at least 70'per cent
"
of their bouts.
Paving the way are 158-pounder Ed·
Torrejon with a 33-3 record, 150-man Barry
Hintze with a 26-4 mark, 1 1 8-pound Doug
Schaefer with a 1 7-1 ledger, and 167-pound
Bob Holland, who is 15-1 .
Hintze is one of the Panthers who has
not been wrestfing recently. due to injury ,
but he may return to action Sunday. If not,
Jim McGinley will go at 150, · Clinton said.
The coach also indicated that 1 7 7
standout Jack Nix (13-5) could wrestle for

the first time since Decemb�
college transfer Ken Lewis hll
manning that spot with relative s
The 142-pounder spot is not
either. Ralph McCausland (26-7)
been out with a hurt knee this weet
Rounsavall will J'.ill the position..
.
Completing the cast will be
Duran (17-6) at 126, Rick Johnsotl
134, Robin Ayres (19-8) at 190,
Klemm (28-7) at heavyweight,
Clinton gave the student bodJ
challenge in helping the Panthed
their success. "The more people
·out·and see us, the better we w
said.
·

' 'If people want to see g�
wrestling, they coul �n't find a b
than right here."

Cagers to host Western /Hinois, lndiana-Purduethis weeken
by Ray Romolt
Rejuvenated by a successful road jaunt
and a renewed faith in themselves, coach
Don Eddy's cagers will return home this
weekend for back-to-back home dates in
Lantz Gym.

Eastern will face cross-state rival West
ern lllinois. University Friday night, and
metropolitan foe Indiana-Purdue at Ind
ianapolis Saturday night. Both .tussles on
the card will start at 7:30 p:m.
The Western match-up is. a rescheduling
of a Jan. 19 postponement because of the
"
school shutdown.
Eddy's quintet has put together a mini
win-skein ·of two on foreign hardcourts,
downing W_!"ight State and Bellarmine
Wednesday night. The wins hiked the
Panther record to 9-8.
"It's always an enormous confidence
booster, bj:cau se it is difficult to win on the
road, " Eddy offered.
Western Illinois should know. Coming
into Lantz, the Macomb squad has dropped
12 consecutive road contests dating back to

last season. Western is 4-13.
But Western has engineered victorie!i
over Northern Iowa and Indiana State-Ev
ansville in their last three contests. They
played the University of Missouri-St. Louis
Thursday night.
"Despite their record, Western is young
a�d talented, " Eddy remarked. " They·

have lost a number of close games, like
us."
Whereas Western comes from a smaller
town, Indiana-Purdue is a ·new breed of
team. "They are one of the excellent teams
emerging from the metropolitan area, • •
Eddy lauded.
Wisconsin-Green Bay, the number two

ranked team in the nation in Di
defeated Indiana-Purdue by only o

b y Doug Seymour
The Eastern men swiIIUreIS ' will embark
on a weekend trip to Chicago with hopes of
upping their "season 's dual slate to 4-2.

Northwestern possesses strength i n
every area that the Panthers do.
That includes Eastern standout, Joe
Nitch, who will have his hands full in the
long distance freestyle with the Wildcat's
talented freest ylers.
By comparison, , Saturday's tilt with
Loyola should be c o nsi d e ra b l y easier,
Padovan said. · � Loyola has a couple good
individuals, but as a team, they offer a
lesser threat than Northwestern. "
Padovan said he plans to shuffle his
regular lineup against Loyola, to offer his

regulars a chance to break the
and to give some freshmen a ch
valuable experience.
Three freshmen likely to
Saturday are Jim Bart, loni
freestyler; Joe Edwards, indi"Wi
and Joe Oller, butterfly . .
With a 13-day layoff behind
Panthers should be well rested
to go this weekend.
Their last meet was a Jan.
drubbing of India.na State.
team ledger currently stands at
......

·

·

Eastern guard Derrick Scott,
had a recent bout with bronchi

see more action this. weekend.
getting his strength back, and he'
better, '. ' Scott commented;

Men swimmers scheduled for two weekend du

Friday, the Panthers will take on a tough
Northwestern outfit in Evanston. From
there they will travel to Chicago's north
side to face a somewhat weaker Loyola
squad.
" Northwestern will be a tough meet for
us," Coach Ray Padovan said. "The poor
and antiquated facilities will be an asset in
their favor," he added.

